
Referral Program for Lorenz Hypnosis & Wellness

Welcome to Our Healing Circle Referral Program

At Lorenz Hypnosis & Wellness, we believe in the transformative power of hypnosis to
heal and enhance personal growth. Our journey together doesn't end with the
completion of your sessions; it expands into a community where healing continues
through shared experiences and support. The Healing Circle Referral Program is our
way of extending this journey beyond our sessions, allowing us to reach and help more
individuals on their path to healing.

This program is designed with gratitude and mutual benefit in mind. It's an opportunity
for you to share the positive changes you've experienced with those you care about,
helping them to embark on their own journey of healing. As a token of our appreciation,
we offer rewards for referrals and for sharing your story through video testimonials.
These gestures of support not only deepen our community's connections but also make
the healing journey accessible to more individuals who can benefit from our work
together.

Your trust and support mean the world to us, and this is our way of saying thank you.
Together, we can create a ripple effect of healing, empowerment, and growth. Welcome
to our circle, where every referral and shared story enriches our collective journey.

Eligibility Criteria

Our referral program is open to all clients who have completed at least two sessions
with us, across any of our programs. This ensures participants have experienced
enough of our services to share genuine insights and recommendations.

Tracking Rewards & Limitations

Reward Tracking: Once you submit a referral through our Healing Circle Referral Form,
we'll take care of the rest. We meticulously track each referral against your client profile
to ensure you receive your well-deserved rewards. You'll be notified via email once your
referral has completed their initial session with us, at which point your reward will
become available.
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Limitations: To maintain fairness and ensure that all our clients can benefit from our
referral program, please note that rewards cannot be stacked. This means that while
you can accumulate multiple rewards from different referrals, each reward must be
used separately and cannot be combined with others in a single transaction or applied
to the same session.

We designed these guidelines to foster a generous, yet balanced, referral system that
benefits our entire healing community.

1. Referral Rewards

● For the Referrer (existing client):
● A discount on future sessions; 10% off next booking.
● A complimentary mini-session of 30 minutes after 3 successful referrals

where the referred client has completed at least 2 sessions.
● For the Referee (new client):

● A welcome discount on their first session 10% off their first package or
session purchase.

2. Video Testimonial Rewards

● For Clients Providing Video Testimonials:
● A special discount on their next session; 20% off.
● Entry into a quarterly draw for a free session.
● Feature your testimonial on your website and social media (with your

permission).

3. How to Refer

● Read more or visit www.LorenzHypnosis.com/resources

4. How to Submit a Video Testimonial

● Let me know you are interested and we will get you scheduled.
● Collect feedback from participants to improve the referral program.

http://www.lorenzhypnosis.com/resources

